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It’s all about information, this is also the case for modern warfare; the side that can collect and manage the data in real time will obtain the upper hand in nowadays conflicts. With the presentation we build the picture of the “New Soldier”, who is actually supported in his decisions with all the information concerning terrain, condition of roads and bridges, enemy strength and positions, and their influence on operations. Data collection, retrieval and analyses from reconnaissance units up to the command center, with GIS applications and voice activation as main point and delivering the advantage needed to be successful.
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The key element: Information
1. Gathering
   1. In real time
   2. Accurate
2. Managing
   1. Access
   2. The right person
3. Decision
   1. Working conditions
   2. Data flow (quantity)

"I am ready!"
"Open Reconnaissance Form"
"Open Translations"
"Do you understand this language?"
"I am ready!"
"Definit Translation Language set to Norwegian"
"I do not speak your language"
"I am angry!
"Yes another voice digit speech"
Repeat in Swedish

Yes, your head, yes or no.

First in one then another.

Let's use this machine to talk together.

Have you ever talked to him right?

Let's do the first one.

Where is the bridge?

Show me the position on the chart.

Can you take me there?

Can do for me, any of it?

Niks på høvet for ja og nej på mocket for nej.

Morte do mordator i motel.

Vis meg positionen på kartet.

Close window.
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